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The relationship created from written communication allows others to understand the 
connections we share. It helps us to know we are not alone, but on a remarkably similar 
journey. 
 
Written communication creates a human connection for sure, but it also creates a connection 
to the possibilities inside of us. Writing, and then publishing that writing creates magic. That 
magic creates a broadened perspective for both the writer and reader. 
 
I love publishing and I love helping others connect and communicate with their intended 
audience; the audience waiting for the written word to spark the sacred oneness we all share. 
 
I am also of the belief that if you are passionate about your book project there are really few 
things you can do wrong. The simple fact you are brave enough to write a book is amazing, let 
alone publish your masterpiece for all the world to see. I think that calls for celebration. 
 
But before you break out the wine, coffee, tea, or spoonful of peanut butter, be sure you did 
not overlook some crucial “I” dotting and “T” crossing. 
 
Tracey Kern  
Founder & Owner 
Conscious Shift Publishing 
 
  



 
 

 

1. HIRE A PROFESSIONAL EDITOR 
 

 
 
More times than I can count I have had people tell me that that their Aunt Betty edited their 
book so it’s good to go. I then ask the writer to tell me a bit about Aunt Betty. The typical 
answer I receive is something like, “Well, Aunt Betty lives in a retirement community and has a 
lot of time on her hands. She is a retired chef and is great at detailed projects.” 
 
While Aunt Betty may be an incredible cook and an avid reader, she is not a professional. 
 
I have been in the publishing business for nearly 10 years now and don’t write a one-line       intro 
without having my editor look things over. (If she is reading this, editing my text messages is a 
whole ‘nother article!) All joking aside, professional editing will set you apart from the rest and 
make you look like an expert in your field. 
 
 

2. MAKE YOUR BOOK FLY WITH ENGAGING FLAP COPY 
 

 
 
Maximize the copy on the inside of a book’s dust jacket and on the back of your book for that 
matter! It is hugely important and will make your book soar. 
 
It needs to be engaging and grab the potential reader’s interest, while creating a reason to buy, 
read, and refer this book to friends. 
 
I know it’s a lot of pressure, but this copy will literally make or break a potential reader’s 
attraction to your book. 



 
 

 

3. INVEST IN DIGITAL FORMATTING 
 

 
 
We live in a digital world. Everything is produced via computer, computer programs, binary 
code, and by programmers. When it comes to books, digital formatting is what makes your 
book look like a book. There is a lot to this so I will just cover the most important points. 
 
For starters, you want someone who is an expert in their field for this service. I have had many 
writers give me books they published with the help of their grandson who is “good with 
computers.” 
 
An inspection of these books reveals copy that runs off the page. There are typically neither 
page breaks, actual formatting within the book, nor running heads. No chapter breaks, no   
paragraph structure, and different-sized text throughout the manuscript. Just endless blocks of 
copy that go on, front and back for pages. 
 
Digital formatting is the framing of your artwork. It should never look like something a third 
grader’s mom would hang on the frig. 
 
You need to make certain your book looks and functions as a book. Make it easy on the eyes for 
both flipping through the pages and intensive, focused reading. (And also, please invest in a 
professional book cover designer so you may stand out in the marketplace!) 
 

4. DON’T OVERPRICE 
 

 
 
Many authors feel they should get $100/copy for their masterpiece or are assured they crafted 



 
 

 

the next Pulitzer Prize winning novel certain to become a movie. It’s this “knowing” that creates 
death by overpricing. 
 
I understand as an author you feel you should be raking in the cash for each book. It also stands 
to reason with the above-mentioned pricing that you should only have to sell 50 or 60 books to 
break even. Guess what? Not going to happen. And that’s not because your story or writing 
isn’t worth it. 
 
It’s not going to happen because the market will not bear such a high price point. No matter 
how good your story, your competition is beyond vast. 
 
Price your book according to industry standards and then create a stellar marketing campaign. 
This will sell books faster than you can melt an ice cube on the beach in the summer. How do 
you do this? Have your publisher connect you with one of their marketing strategists to seek 
and find where your audience is hanging out. And then go get them! 
 

5. DON’T LOSE SIGHT OF THE BIG PICTURE 
 

 
 
Never lose sight of your WHY. The first thing I ask a writer is “Why are you writing or publishing 
this book?” In the beginning of the process, they are clear and passionate. They know exactly 
what they are trying to accomplish and their WHY is HUGE! 
 
Then by the end of the publishing process writers are justifiably excited they get so giddy they 
don’t focus on the next step. After a few months they come to realize that book sales are not as 
high as they thought they would be. While it’s true all their friends bought a copy or two but 
after that it all just stopped. What happened?? They forgot their WHY. They lost sight of the big 
picture. 
 
From the very beginning be very clear with your WHY. Your WHY is what will set you apart and 
allow you to target your niche market like a pro. Your WHY is your reason for writing and 
publishing your book in the first place. To keep a keen eye out for this pitfall, it is imperative to 
work with a publisher and publishing team that will get as excited (and stay as excited!) over 
your WHY as you do. 



 
 

 
 

If you have any questions, give us a shout. Conscious Shift Publishing offers a complimentary 
one-hour consultation that will answer a lot of your questions. Contact Tracey Kern at 
tracey@cscpubs.com. 
 
Need more than just the basics worked out? We offer a slew of publishing packages and would 
be more than happy to schedule a publishing or editing consult with you. Just email us and we’ll 
be in touch to get on your calendar. Ready to venture down the rabbit hole of possibility? 
 
Or perhaps you’ve got all the info you need. Then great! May you experience success and 
smooth sailing on your publishing journey… 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

CONSCIOUS SHIFT PUBLISHING  
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